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Sam Ruddock, Writers' Centre, Norwich
'Exciting, psychologically complex, and disconcerting, it is a powerful tale of two misfits trying to uncover long
hidden secrets about themselves and their pasts. Dudley has an often startling eye for description and her
simple poetic prose will delight readers looking for something slightly different in the crime thriller genre.'
Shawn Kupfer, author of White Male, 34
'Tight, evocative gut-punches tempered by the desperate details of everyday life.'
Kevin Mahoney, Authortrek.com
'Ellipsis is a very stylish, compelling read that will stay with you for a long time, and Sparkling Books have very
much lived up to their name in their presentation of this title. Nikki Dudley has a burgeoning literary career that
should go on from strength to strength following the publication of the magnificent Ellipsis. I look forward to
reading more works by this great writer.'
The Novel: Ellipsis is a disturbing psychological thriller stemming from what is left unsaid, what bounces
around in the mind and evaporates when trying to remember. Can there be a conclusion when no-one seems to
know the truth?
The Author: Nikki has an MA in Creative Writing. She has also published poetry both in hardcopies and in
several magazines including streetcake, the online magazine, of which she is joint editor. She lives in London
where she works in publishing.
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